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Practice exam question 

Trading blocs 

Mark Hage 

Check your answer to the question on p. 4 of  the magazine. 

Sample answer 
A benef it of  outsourcing to Antofagasta (AF) is that it can take advantage of  both the new technology 

that has been invested in the Bhubaneswari mine of  £50 million and also the expertise of  Essel 

Mining. Looking at the extract, even though AF is the ninth-largest mining company, its prof its in 2015 

dropped massively by 83%. Opening new mines alone under its own control may not be enough to 

turn this situation around. By hiring the expertise of  Essel, it can take advantage of  more mechanised 

production in Peru, which should help to cut costs and maximise prof its. However, outsourcing would 

mean AF would have to pay the large fees of  Essel and agree to an extraction contract that will not 

allow f lexibility for supply of copper. It may potentially have to get Essel to extract 20 million tonnes of  

copper per annum from the Bhubaneswari mine, but it may not be able to sell this at the best price. If  

copper is not required by the global economy, it will have large costs and excess stock, and prof it 

maximisation will not be possible. This could ultimately lead to an even worse drop in prof its than 

those of  83% suf fered in 2015.  

Of fshoring, on the other hand, would not suf fer f rom some of  the disadvantages of outsourcing . AF 

would keep total control of  its operations in Peru, meaning it would be able to only produce suf f icient 

copper for the demands of  the current global market. The extraction costs are signif icantly reduced in 

Peru. AF could buy a copper f ield, such as Kaniha, and use local staf f  and its own expertise and 

equipment to run the mine. If  it reduced the number of  staf f in Chile, it could take advantage of  the 

44% reduction in wages for copper extraction, which would help maximise prof its on all copper 

produced by being able to sell at a lower price than competitors. The Peruvian government is also 

of fering subsidies on this mine of  25%, which also allows for further prof it maximisation by passing this 

on as a price reduction to customers. However, of fshoring has signif icantly more risks than 

outsourcing. The Bhubaneswari mine is already up and running, whereas the Kahina mine will need 

signif icant investment before it becomes prof itable. Of fshoring may therefore end up costing AF more 

in the short term, reducing the business’s ability to prof it-maximise in this period of  time. 

Clearly a move of  extraction to Peru will help AF reduce costs and achieve prices for copper that are 

more competitive, leading to prof it maximisation. The issue is whether AF feel it can wait for the 

Kahina mine to be ready for extraction in order to keep control of  the whole operation and be able t o 

better control production to meet demand, or whether it feels the productivity and signif icant cost gains 

of  the Bhubaneswari mine is the better approach. The trade-of f  is speed of  getting to market with less 

control over production compared to getting to market more slowly but with more control over 

production. AF will need to consider these choices carefully , perhaps using investment appraisal 

techniques, before making a choice in order to reduce risk and maximise prof its. 
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Sample examiner comment 
Mark: 20/20 (an excellent response fully focused on the question) 

The answer gives a benef it of  outsourcing to Antofagasta with evidence. The answer then develops 

the benef it of  outsourcing in detail using evidence and relating this back to prof it maximisation. A 

drawback of  the outsourcing is developed using detailed evidence and relates this back to prof it 

maximisation. A drawback of  offshoring is then developed in detail with evidence. The answer then 

uses MOPS* and evidence to evaluate and recommend the most appropriate approach to achieving 

the best levels of  prof it maximisation. This includes a recommendation as to how the trade-of f  could 

be assessed. 

*MOPS stands for market, objectives, product and situation and is a way to help focus on the wider 

areas that should be considered in the evaluation of  the question.  
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